The distribution of real camera sensor is well approximated by Poisson, and the estimation of the light intensity signal from the Poisson count data plays a prominent role in digital imaging. It is highly desirable for imaging devices to carry the ability to assess the performance of Poisson image restoration. Drawing on a new category of image quality assessment called corrupted reference image quality assessment (CR-QA), we develop a computational technique for predicting the quality score of the popular structural similarity index (SSIM) without having the direct access to the ideal reference image. We verified via simulation that the CR-SSIM scores indeed agrees with the full reference scores; and the visually optimal denoising experiments performed on real camera sensor data give credibility to the impact CR-QA has on real imaging systems.
INTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of integrating detectors in scientific and engineering applications suggests that a variety of real-world measurements are high-dimensional count data. Count data, however, is usually an indirect means of measuring the underlying vector-valued signal of interest (e.g. light intensity in a pixel sensor) that cannot be measured directly. As such, the estimation of this signal from the observed count data therefore plays a prominent role across diverse applications. Recent trends in imaging devices have spurred miniaturization of the physical dimensions of sensing devices in effort to increase resolution, practicalize portability, reduce power consumption, and cut fabrication costs. Miniaturization often leads to increased noise in integrating detector by reducing photon count, however. Previous work has already shown that the distribution of noise in image sensor is well approximated by Poisson [1, 2] , and a number of Poisson image denoising techniques have already been developed [3] [4] [5] [6] .
One unsolved problem is the objective quality assessment of the intensity image reconstructed from Poisson counts. Specifically, an objective visual quality assessment (QA) metric aims to predict the perceived quality in an unsupervised manner. QA can determine the visually optimal balance in denoising between undersmoothing noise and oversmoothing image features. QA also provides a way to compare multiple denoising algorithms and determine the best performing method for a given image.
The image quality assessment techniques that are available today fall into one of the four following categories-full reference assessment (FR-QA), reduced reference assessment (RR-QA), corrupted reference assessment (CR-QA), and no reference assessment (NR-QA). Despite their usefulness in other imaging applications, This work is supported in part by the University of Dayton Graduate Student Summer Fellowship.
FR-/RR-/NR-QA modalities are not suited for image restoration tasks such as Poisson image denoising, where the notion of ideal reference (i.e. intensity image) exists in theory but we lack direct access to it (see Section 2.1). In this article, we draw on CR-QA [7] to predict the quality score of the popular structural similarity index (SSIM) [8, 9] without having the direct access to the ideal reference image (SSIM is FR-QA) by exploiting properties of the noisy observation (i.e. corrupted reference). Experiments with real camera sensor data prove that visually optimal Poisson image denoising is indeed superior to mean square error (MSE) optimal denoising.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Image Quality Assessment
Let f ∈ 2 (Z 2 ) be the latent intensity image, or a sequence f = (. . . , fi, . . . ) of intensity values fi at the pixel locations i ∈ Z 2 . Denote by g ∈ 2 (Z 2 ) the Poisson count sequence g = (. . . , gi, . . . ) with gi|fi ∼ P(fi), and φ(g) the estimate of f based on g. Since FR-QA aims to quantify the perceived similarity between the ideal reference and the target images, it is an idealistic metric for assessing the extent to which φ recovers f from g [8] . Let QAFR{f , φ(g)} be the FR-QA score of φ relative to f . Then, the appeal of (most) FR-QA is that the maximum is attained when the denoised image matches the latent intensity image:
We lack direct access to f in real imaging systems, however, and thus FR-QA is impractical. (Same for RR-QA which is a variation on FR-QA.) NR-QA offers an alternative to FR-QA by doing away with f altogether [10] . Though NR-QA admits a way to assess the quality of φ, NR-QA score does not correspond to the "degree of faithfulness that φ reproduces f ." As such, not even a perfect reconstruction (φ = f ) maximize the NR-QA score:
where QA NR{φ} is the NR-QA score of the image φ. CR-QA is designed to meet the three desired attributes of QA for image restoration problems (not met by FR-/RR-/NR-QA) [7] : (A) the metric describes perceptual similarity of the processed image to the ideal reference.
(B) the metric attains a maximum with the ideal reference.
(C) the metric is computable without the ideal reference.
One can thus interpret CR-QA as a blind FR-QA [7] -by the help of the corrupted reference image g, CR-QA predicts the FR-QA score of φ without a direct access to f :
978-1-4799-5751-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE CR-QA in [7] was developed for handling additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Though this was an adequate proof-of-concept, more work is needed before CR-QA can be used in real imaging system. In this article, we extend the seminal work of [7] to Poisson corruption scenario, which characterizes the overall noise distribution better than AWGN [1, 2] . The denoising experiments performed on raw camera data in Section 4 give credibility to the impact CR-QA has on real imaging systems.
Haar Wavelet Transform and Skellam Distribution
are comprised of sums and differences [11, 12] :
denote Haar wavelet transform of the noise-free image fi. The focus of this paper is on estimation of x j based on t j and y j . The estimate of noise-free image fi is then recovered by taking inverse transformation of x j and s j . Recalling t 
where the UPPERCASE letters indicate the use of random variables. From this perspective, the goal is to estimate the "Skellam mean" 1 Ideas presented in 1D wavelet here generalize to 2D straightforwardly.
(latent noise-free wavelet coefficient) x based on the "Skellam corrupted" variable y and "Poisson corrupted" variable t; f is recovered via the inverse wavelet transform. Let λ(y t , t j ) be any Skellam mean estimator of x j i , and define the 2 risk functional as:
The unbiased estimate of risk for Skellam mean estimation was first reported by Hirakawa et al. [3, 13] :
is an unbiased estimate of γ [λ] , where ei is the ith standard basis.
Indeed,γ in Theorem 1 is an example of a CR-MSE for Poisson imagery based on FR-MSE γ. The significance of Theorem 1 is that the 2 risk of a given wavelet shrinkage operator λ(y j , t j ) is knowable without the access to the latent variables x j and s j (or their distributions). A well known application of Theorem 1 is PURELET-λτ (y j , t j ) is a parametric function, whose parameter τ is the minimizer of the form [4] : noising operator, and define FR-SSIM functional as
The dependence of
, and E[Fiφ(G)]) precludes direct application of FR-SSIM to infer the denoising quality of φ without the access to f . However, these statics estimable indirectly with the help of the "corrupted reference" g. By moment matching, it is easy to verify
In addition, the following relation of the discrete exponential families applies to Poisson count variables [14, 15] :
Substituting above to (8) , we arrive at a CR-SSIMρ:
where we emphasize that CR-SSIM is identical to the FR-SSIMi.e.
ρ[φ] = ρ[φ]. The main advantage toρ[·] is that it does not rely on the intensity image f and is therefore computable from g and φ(g).
There are a few differences between ρ[·] andρ[·] in implementation, however. First, the expectation operator E[·] must be approximated by ensemble average, which is computed as a Gaussian weighted average over a local window near location i [8] . By the law of large numbers, SSIMs ρ[·] andρ[·] agree when the local window is larger. When the window size is too small, the empirical statistics may be unstable (in this case, FR-SSIM as well as CR-SSIM scores fluctuate). Second, φ(G−ei) in CR-SSIM refers to the result of denoising when ith Poisson count Gi is replaced with Gi − 1 (while Gj for ∀j = i remains the same). Denoising by φ(G−ei) must be repeated N times (where N is the number of pixels in an image). One may reduce the computational complexity by inferring the overall image quality from a random subset of N pixels to compute the φ(G − ei).
Third,ρ[φ] is a biased estimate of ρ[φ] when ensemble average replaces the image statistics (sinceρ[φ] is a ratio of sample averages).
The bias vanishes as the window size is increased.
Wavelet Domain CR-SSIM
Many image denoising methods operate in a (linear) transform domain. Haar wavelet transform is well matched for the Poisson image denoising [3] . Though the wavelet version of FR-SSIM (FR-WSSIM) was originally developed for complex wavelet transform [9] , we adopt this for the Haar wavelet domain. This is convenient for parametric Skellam mean estimation (e.g. [3, 4] ), as parameters can be optimized one subband at a time (combining all subbands makes the parameter search space prohibitively large). Let λ(y j , t j ) be any Skellam mean estimation operator. Then the FR-WSSIM is
The simplicity of wavelet domain FR-SSIM stems from the fact that mean wavelet value is zero (E[X 
2 ]) makes FR-SSIM incompatible with real world scenarios. To develop the CR-WSSIM, the moment matching yields [3] :
Next, recalling (4), we have the relation
where by (10) and (4) we have
Combining, we arrive at the wavelet version of CR-SSIM:
As before, the ensemble averages within local window replaces the expectation operator. Unlike the pixel domain CR-SSIMρ, the standard basis ei in (15) is only a minor inconvenience. Since a typical wavelet-based denoising function λ(y j , t j ) depends only a few coefficients in y j = (y
, denoising procedure λ(y j ± ei, t j − ei) only needs to be repeated a few times.
EXPERIMENTS
The following experiments use a bivariate Skellam thresholding [3] :
By no means do the authors suggest that this is the best Poisson image denoising technique-with only one parameter in each subband, it is convenient for illustrating the behavior of CR-(W)SSIM. Pseudorandom Poisson count data was created from McGill Calibrated image dataset in [16] that was converted into a linear grayscale image. Figure 1 shows an example of selecting a threshold value τ ∈ [0, 1] in (17) over a three level Haar wavelet decomposition. SSIM scores in Figure 1 (f) are shown with a restriction that a single threshold value is applied to all subbands (to keep the search space size reasonable). (W)SSIM scores in Figure 1 (f-h) depicts "per subband" quality assessment. The proposed CR-(W)SSIM yields a fairly accurate prediction of FR-(W)SSIM, especially when the SSIM score is already high (see Figure 1(h) ). Figure 1 (g) also shows the MSE scores, which has a strikingly different trajectory than WSSIM. Besides the fact that it is difficult to determine the optimal threshold due to its relative flatness, MSE-optimal threshold value clearly oversmoothes compared to the WSSIM-optimal result. This is consistent with Figure 1 (c-e), where "WSSIM optimal" image yields a sharper image (albeit slightly noisier in appearance) compared to the "MSE optimal" one. Figure 1 (g) shows a very narrow peak). Towards the goal of enabling FR-QA (SSIM in particular) in real image systems, we seek to understand the impact CR-QA has on the denoising of actual image sensor data. The image was captured using Nikon D90 in raw sensor mode with all manual settings; we downsampled Bayer data by 2 × 2 to avoid extra processing by demosaicking. Each scene was captured twice in successiononce with and once without the Gretag Macbeth Colorchecker. The raw sensor data value h is assumed to be an affine transformation of the Poisson count variable h i = αgi + β where the affine parameters α and β were determined from the Colorcheeker [1] . Input to image denoising and CR-QA was the recovered Poisson count data
. Although the direct comparison of FR-QA and CR-QA is not possible, the general trends of CR-SSIM seen in earlier simulated experiments remains intact. Figure 2 (d-f) shows a unique peak in WSSIM score indicating a visually-optimal threshold value. Comparing Figures 2(d) and (e), WSSIM peak broadens and shifts to the left when denoising a coarser scale, presumably because the signalto-noise ratio of Skellam variable improves in a coarse scale. Figures  2(d-f) make it clear that WSSIM and MSE based optimization yield very different results-whether MSE over-/under-smoothing relative to WSSIM depends on the subband. By visual inspection, "WS-SIM optimal" denoising has less noisy appearance but yet maintains higher contrast. We captured and tested on a diverse set of real sensor data-they generally follow the trends shown in Figure 2 .
DISCUSSIONS
The goal of CR-QA is to enable FR-QA in the context of image restoration with the help of corrupted version of the ideal reference image. Although CR-QA version of SSIM for AWGN image denoising is already known [7] , the CR-SSIM for Poisson corruption we proposed is more appropriate for real imaging systems [1] . Though we focused exclusively on SSIM to meet the page limit, we emphasize that Poisson CR-QA is not limited to SSIM. Our experiments with real camera sensor data confirms that it is possible to determine how faithfully the denoised Poisson image reproduced the latent intensity image. This contrasts the current practices of evaluating denoising performance on real camera sensor data that largely rely on visual inspection, and NR-QA that has yet to gain widespread adoption. CR-QA clearly complements the existing workflow of a typical image denoising algorithm development involving FR-QA evaluation of denoised image from simulated sensor data. Hence CR-QA provides a systematic and meaningful way to bridge the evaluation of real and simulated denoising results.
